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Problems:

- hierarchy problem / higgs mass / naturalness

- neutrinos: masses, Majorana/Dirac nature, CP phase

- strong CP problem

- structure of the Standard Model

- matter/antimatter asymmetry

- dark matter

- gravity, dark energy
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Possible Solutions:

- supersymmetry..!

- extra dimensions

- new particles (WIMPs, leptoquarks, vector-like quarks,...)

- new forces / bosons (Z’ / dark photon, Higgs triplets, ….)

- quark substructure

- sterile neutrinos 

- axions, ALPs

- sphelerons, majorons, familions

- string theory / loop quantum gravity

+
...some new particles to be discovered
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With so many BSM theories, which one do you search for?

- Traditional approach:
- targeted search for maximum sensitivity

...to that specific model

- Ask a slightly different question:
- does the Standard Model still work?
- using data from many experiments

eg RECAST, CONTUR, GAMBIT ….

+
...some new particles to be discovered
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To put it very simply, does the Standard Model still work:

- up to 14 TeV? → LHC programme
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- up to the 10th decimal place? → precision measurements
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With so many BSM theories, which one do you search for?

- Traditional approach:
- targeted search for maximum sensitivity

...to that specific model

- Ask a slightly different question:
- does the Standard Model still work?
- using data from many experiments

eg RECAST, CONTUR, GAMBIT ….

To put it very simply, does the Standard Model still work:

- up to 14 TeV? → LHC programme
- up to 100 TeV? → future collider programme

- for neutrinos? For astronomical data?

- up to the 10th decimal place? → precision measurements

The muon:
- discovered 1937 (Anderson & Neddermeyer)

“who ordered that?” - I. I. Rabi

- 2nd generation fundamental fermion
... a “heavy electron”  (~200x heavier)

- decays to an electron and two neutrinos
- lifetime 2.2 μs
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Spin precession of the magnetic moment around external field: 
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Spin precession of the magnetic moment around external field: 

The g-factor of charged leptons:

- g = 2         (Dirac, 1928)
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Spin precession of the magnetic moment around external field: 

The g-factor of charged leptons:
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Spin precession of the magnetic moment around external field: 

The g-factor of charged leptons:

- g = 2         (Dirac, 1928)

    + α/π         (Schwinger, 1948)

→ g = 2.00232

Measurement of electrons (Kusch & Foley, 1948):    g = 2.00238(6)  
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Spin precession of the magnetic moment around external field: 

The g-factor of charged leptons:

- g = 2         (Dirac, 1928)

    + α/π         (Schwinger, 1948)

→ g = 2.00232

Measurement of electrons (Kusch & Foley, 1948):    g = 2.00238(6)  
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Spin precession of the magnetic moment around external field: 

The g-factor of charged leptons:

- g = 2         (Dirac, 1928)

    + α/π         (Schwinger, 1948)

             +  up to O(5) in QED  (Aoyama, Kinoshita, Nio 2017) 
              12,672 diagrams! arXiv:1712.06060
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Spin precession of the magnetic moment around external field: 

The g-factor of charged leptons:

- g = 2         (Dirac, 1928)

    + α/π         (Schwinger, 1948)

             +  up to O(5) in QED  (Aoyama, Kinoshita, Nio 2017) 
              12,672 diagrams! arXiv:1712.06060

 ge = 2 + 2ae, where ae = 0.00115965218161(23)    PRD 97(2018)036001

measured value:      ae = 0.00115965218073(28)  PRL 100(2008)120801
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Electrons:
anomalous term completely dominated by QED

prediction:      ae = 0.00115965218161(23)    PRD 97(2018)036001

measured value:      ae = 0.00115965218073(28)  PRL 100(2008)120801

Muons:
higher muon mass → QCD and Electroweak loops contribute

Long-standing tension:
- prediction: aμ ~ 0.00116591821(36) KNT18, PRD97, 114025 

- measured value:  aμ = 0.00116592089(63)  PRD 73(2006)072003

→ 3.7σ  difference
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Are there also new particles in the loops?
- supersymmetry, leptoquarks, ….
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Electrons:
anomalous term completely dominated by QED

prediction:      ae = 0.00115965218161(23)    PRD 97(2018)036001

measured value:      ae = 0.00115965218073(28)  PRL 100(2008)120801

→ 2.5σ difference

Muons:
higher muon mass → QCD and Electroweak loops contribute:

Long-standing tension:
- prediction: aμ ~ 0.00116591821(36) KNT18, PRD97, 114025 

- measured value:  aμ = 0.00116592089(63)  PRD 73(2006)072003

→ 3.7σ  difference

Are there also new particles in the loops?
- supersymmetry, leptoquarks, ….

- models with a large muon EDM?     (arXiv:1807.11484)
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Previous measurement of muon g-2 at Brookhaven lab produced a lot of interest
…but not definitive enough to claim a discovery

→ Do the experiment again, but better!



  

Fermilab Muon g-2 experiment (E989)
- factor 4 improvement over Brookhaven (E821) result

- precision of 140 ppb

Fermilab Muon g-2G. Hesketh
22

BNL → FNAL         
[ 50 (stat) + 33 (syst) → 11 (stat) + 11 (syst) ] x 10-11 34 institutes, 185 collaborators
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Put muons in a magnetic field, measure precession frequency

ωs=
gqB
2 m =

(2+2 aμ)

2
qB
m = (1+aμ)

qB
m
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Put muons in a magnetic field, measure precession frequency

Storage ring cyclotron frequency:
μ

ωc=
qB
m ⇒ ωa = ω s−ωc = aμ

qB
m

ωs=
gqB
2 m =

(2+2 aμ)

2
qB
m = (1+aμ)

qB
m
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Put muons in a magnetic field, measure precession frequency

Storage ring cyclotron frequency:

Electric focusing fields introduce further coupling:
Use “magic momentum” 3.09 GeV

μ

ωc=
qB
m ⇒ ωa = ω s−ωc = aμ

qB
m

ωa=−
q
m [aμ B − (aμ−

1
γ

2
−1 )

β×E
c ]

ωs=
gqB
2 m =

(2+2 aμ)

2
qB
m = (1+aμ)

qB
m
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BNL magnet moved to Fermilab in 2013
- new trackers & calorimeters
- higher intensity, cleaner beam → more stats



  



  22 June → 26 July 2013



  



  

Decay e+ 
Top down view of ring section Vacuum Chamber

Calorimeters Tracker
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Muons decay to positrons
- positrons fall into the ring, where they can be measured

Main energy measurement made using 24 calorimeters
- fast response lead-flouride Cherenkov crystals 
- 9x6 crystals, each 25 x 25 x 140 mm, resolution 2.3% at 3 GeV

UK provides two new tracking stations
- 8 modules, 4 rows (2 x stereo) per module, 32 straws per row 
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Muon decays via weak interation
→ positron preferentially emitted in direction of muon spin
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Muon decays via weak interation
→ positron preferentially emitted in direction of muon spin

As the spin precesses around momentum,
positron momentum will vary
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Muon decays via weak interation
→ positron preferentially emitted in direction of muon spin

As the spin precesses around momentum,
positron momentum will vary

Count positrons above a certain threshold
→ wiggle plot
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Include vertical and
horizontal beam motion,
pile-up, muon losses and
energy scale:
    → 9 or 13 parameter fit
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A thousand-piece jigsaw 
with 1 piece missing

image: Becky Chislett
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image: Becky Chislett

100 jigsaws, 1 piece missing:
- 10 parts per million

→ precision on g-2 in 1976
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image: Becky Chislett

Fermilab target: 140 ppb

1 single piece from 7143 jigsaws

Every detail matters!
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Reaching 140 ppb precision relies on mastering systematics:
- detector calibration & stability
- pileup
- beam measurements and stability



  

First data-taking run completed 2018:
- 5 months running, > 2x Brookhaven stats (took 5 years!)
- publish in 2019 (currently still blinded)
- run 2 finishes this month (run 3 and 4 planned)

Target for end of Run 4: 20 x BNL
→ could push significance to ~5-10σ

G. Hesketh StatusG. Hesketh
41
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Higgs discovery:
- obvious sign of new partilce

- mass, couplings, spin,...

Muon g-2:
- obvious sign of something new

- but what?
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Further experimental confirmation?
→ Planned g-2 experiment at J-PARC

- different techniques, different systematics
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Further experimental confirmation?
→ Planned g-2 experiment at J-PARC

- different techniques, different systematics

Muon g-2 theory initiative underway:
https://indico.him.uni-mainz.de/event/11/overview

Low energy QCD…
- input from ee→hadrons
- proposed MUonE experiment at CERN

...or lattice calculations



  

SUSY?
- Needs μ>0, `light’ SUSY-scale (Λ) and/or large tan βlight’ SUSY-scale (Λ) and/or large tan β) and/or large tan β

…already ruled out by the LHC?

Many other ideas out there, eg:
- 1 TeV Leptoquark Bauer + Neubert, PRL 116 (2016)
- 2 Higgs doublet model  Stockinger et al., JHEP 1701 (2017) 007
- axion-like particle Marciano et al, PRD 94 (2016) 115033
- dark photon eg Feng et al, PRL 117 (2016) 071803

g-2: new physics?G. Hesketh
45



  

SUSY?
- Needs μ>0, `light’ SUSY-scale (Λ) and/or large tan βlight’ SUSY-scale (Λ) and/or large tan β) and/or large tan β

…already ruled out by the LHC?

Many other ideas out there, eg:
- 1 TeV Leptoquark Bauer + Neubert, PRL 116 (2016)
- 2 Higgs doublet model  Stockinger et al., JHEP 1701 (2017) 007
- axion-like particle Marciano et al, PRD 94 (2016) 115033
- dark photon eg Feng et al, PRL 117 (2016) 071803

If tension resolved, will set tight limits on these new physics scenarios
- will also want experiments that can probe higher mass scales in search for new physics

Complementary measurements needed to resolve model dependency if signal confirmed

→ EDMs,  CLFV experiments

g-2: new physics?G. Hesketh
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Existence of EDM → additional source of CP violation

→ Fermilab g-2 will give 100x improvement in muon EDM limit
- non-zero EDM would cause to out-of-plane precession

- an upgrade (24 x new trackers) would push limit further...

Development work for proton EDM ring underway
- part of CERN’s “Physics Beyond Colliders” programme.

Part 2: Electric Dipole Moments
Fundamental particles can also have an EDM
- zero at tree level in SM 
- can be boosted by BSM loops 



  

Any observation of CLFV is new physics! 

Neutrino oscillations violate lepton flavour conservation
→ technically possible in charged lepton sector 

…but suppressed by ~10-50

Put BSM physics in the loop → increase the rate

Michel decay

CLFV decayW

Part 3: Charged Lepton Flavour Violation



  

One CLFV interaction in 1017 muon decays is like…

looking for one specific grain of sand

No CLFV on this beach?
- exclude new physics contribution up to 10,000 TeV 

(LHC direct reach ~10 TeV)
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Mu3e Phase 1 2020.
Full Phase-2 detector 2026

Mu3e @ PSI
DC beam of up to 1010 μ/s on target, triggerless DAQ.

- Scintillating fibres (<1ns) and tiles (<100ps) to time-slice the data
- online reconstruction using GPU farm

- vertex resolution 200 μm
- momentum resolution 0.5 MeV

...in the scattering-dominated regime (E<53 MeV)
→ HV-MAPS sensors, thinned to 50 μm; 0.1%X0 per layer



  

New physics must be out there... but where?
→ need a broad programme of energy frontier and precision frontier experiments

The LHC will run to ~2040, next generation collider under discussion
→ we have an opportunity now for smaller, quicker experiments 

→ can still push sensitivity far beyond direct reach of colliders
→ maintain diversity of research and skills in the field

 muon physics is one of the most exciting such areas for the coming decade

SensitivityConclusionG. Hesketh
51



  

New physics must be out there... but where?
→ need a broad programme of energy frontier and precision frontier experiments

The LHC will run to ~2040, next generation collider under discussion
→ we have an opportunity now for smaller, quicker experiments 

→ can still push sensitivity far beyond direct reach of colliders
→ maintain diversity of research and skills in the field

 muon physics is one of the most exciting such areas for the coming decade

g-2:
- first publication planned in 2019,  running for 2 more years to reach 20x BNL stats.
- options for extended / upgraded running, and follow-on measurements incl EDM

cLFV:
- Mu3e and other experiments aiming for 104 improvement in sensitivity over current limits

- probe mass scales up to ~104 TeV 
- complementary physics, and complementary to g-2

Going to be an exciting few years!

SensitivityConclusionG. Hesketh
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Decay 
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UK contributed new tracking detectors in front of two calorimeters
- 8 modules, 4 rows (2 x stereo) per module, 32 straws per row 



  

HVP calculated using dispersion relation
plus experimental data from ee→hadrons

→ MUonE will improve experimental input

See Phiala Shanahan’s talk at ICHEP
https://indico.cern.ch/event/686555/timetable/#20180711

g-2 theoryG. Hesketh
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→ need x2 improvement to keep up with experiment

Muon g-2 Theory Initiative underway
https://wwwth.kph.uni-mainz.de/g-2/

Lattice starting to contribute to LBL & HVP
T. Blum et al., arXiv:1801.07224
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Fermilab experiment cancels this term 
by running at the “magic momentum”

J-PARC experiment will run with no  electric field
→ use ultra cold muons to reduce emittance

Laser resonant ionisation 
of  muonium to 
produce muons

Muons produced with very low
transverse dispersion, then 
accelerated
→ 1st acceleration reported
      at ICHEP 2018
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Step-change in sensitivity in coming years

...probing mass scales up to 10,000 TeV

Can help resolve model dependency in g-2:

Effective Lagrangian 
de Gouvea & Vogel, arXiv 1303.4097
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1.1 m2 pixel tracker 

Material budget critical:
- 50 μm HV-MAPS
- 25 μm support
- 25 μm flex-print
- 12 μm aluminium traces
- 10 μm adhesive
- gaseous helium cooling

→ 0.1% X0 per tracking layer

MuPix8 development:
- 81x80 μm pixels, 128x200 pixels per chip

- 178 M channels for Phase 1.
- 1.25 Gbit/s serial data outputs
- ~210mW/cm2 power consumption

Test-beam results: 
- >99.5% efficiency
- noise rate per pixel ~0.2 Hz
- time resolution ~14.5 ns
- measured track residuals ~ 35μm (80/√12 = 23 μm)

MuPix ATLASPix19.5mm

10.8mm
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Complementary experiments: 
- Mu2e involves quark and lepton couplings
- Mu3e purely leptonic, can also search for dark photons etc

MEG-II @ PSI:
- physics in 2019
- x10 on limit

→ 10-14 after 3 years
11 institutes, 75 collaborators
- no UK involvement

Mu2e @ FNAL
- starting 2022 (after g-2)
- x104 on limit

→ 10-17 after ~4/5 years
40 institutes, 242 collaborators
- Liverpool, Manchester, RAL, UCL
COMET @ J-PARC similar (Imperial)

Mu3e @ PSI
- phase 1 (2020) & 2 (2025)
- x104 on limit

→ 10-16 after phase 2
11 institutes, 60 collaborators
- Liverpool, Bristol, Oxford, UCL


